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Preface 

  All technical content of this standard is mandatory. 

This standard is drafted in accordance with the rules given by GB/T1.1-2009.   

This standard replaces GB1589-2004"Road Vehicle Outer Dimensions,  Axle Loads and Mass 

Limits".   Compared with GB1589-2004, divide and compile 

The main technical changes in addition to the editorial changes are as follows: 

——— The standard name was revised to "Outer  Dimensions, Axle Loads and Mass Limits for 

Cars, Trailers and Automobile Trains";    

——— revised the scope of Chapter 1;   

——— Added a reference to GB/T17350 in Chapter  2;   

——— added The vehicle length, vehicle width, vehicle  height,  three-wheeled car, low-speed 

truck, and barn truck in Chapter 3 have been added  / Semi-trailer,  railing wagon / semi-

trailer,  flatbed truck / semi-trailer,  dump truck / Semi-trailer,  Low-flat semi-trailer,  Long-

head semi-trailer tractor,   Long-headed articulated train,  Mid-axle trailer,   Mid-axle 

vehicle transport trailer, mid-axle vehicle transport train,  passenger car train,  truck train,  
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special operation vehicle,  oilfield special operation vehicle  , semi-trailer pin wheelbase,  

semi-trailer front slewing radius,  definition of air suspension;   

——— revised the vehicle profile size limits (4.1.1) into two limit tables:  railing,  barge,  flatbed, 

and  flat Maximum limits for the outer dimensions of dump trucks and their semi-trailers 

(table  1) and the maximum dimensions of other cars, trailers and car trains (table  

2);  

——— Modified requirements for unilateral elongation of the indirect visual field ( see 4.1.2.1);  

——— Modified the requirement that the distance between the rear axle of the car and the 

front axle of the towbar trailer should not be less than 3000mm  (see  4.1.2.3);  

——— added requirements for semi-trailer tractors and semi-trailers (see  4.1.3);  

———Will be fitted with shafts(见 2004Year Edition4.2.2)Change to axis group(See table3); 

——— Revised axle load limits for cars and trailers by merging single axles and side-mounted 

axles (see  2004 edition)  into one table (see Table 3);  

——— Modification of the maximum permissible axle load limits for a single tire per side ( see 

Table 3);  

——— Revised axle load limits for two-axle truck drives (see  Table 2 of the 2004 edition)  to 

11500kg (see Table 3);  

——— Revised the wheelbase of the two-axle trailer ≥ 1800 mm to 18000kg (see Table 3);  

——— Removed maximum design total mass and minimum limits (see  2004 version 4.3.2);  

———Modified two-axle trucks and towbar trailers,The maximum permissible total mass limit 

for double tires per axle is18000kg(见表 4); 

——— increased maximum permissible total mass limit for mid-axle trailers (see Table 4);  

——— Revised the maximum permissible gross mass limit for four-axle car trains to 36,000 kg 

(see Table 4);  
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——— added a two-axle trailer,  each side of each axle is a single tire,  and the nominal cross-

section width of the installation is not less than 425mm tires, and the maximum allowable 

total mass limit is 18000kg (see   table). 4 Footnote d);  

——— Revised requirements for round and outfloop values for carriages and car train lanes 

(see  4.4.1,4.4.2);  

——— added length Lcalculated by the semi-trailer pin wheelbase less than or equal to the 

formula, exempting the requirement of Appendix B testing (see  4.4.3);  

——— added a back-hanging requirement (see  4.5);  

——— increased the requirement that the height of the container railing should be covered 

( see 4.6.3);  

——— added the requirements for low-flat semi-trailers,  concrete pump trucks, fire trucks, 

wrecker trucks, truck  cranes, and oilfield special work vehicles  

( see 4.7);  

——— Added Appendix A Specification for Dimension Measurement;   

——— modified the method of measuring vehicle channel circles and slew values (see 

Appendix B).  

This standard is jointly proposed by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the 

People's Republic of China, the Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of Public Security.   

Ⅰ 

This standard is centralized by the National Automotive Standardization Technical Committee 

(SAC/TC114).    

The drafting units responsible for this standard are: China Automotive Technology and Research 

Center, Highway Research Institute of the Ministry of Transport, and Traffic Management Research 

Institute of the Ministry of Public Security.   
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Participating in the drafting of this standard: China FAW Group Corporation, Dongfeng Motor 

Company, SAIC Motor Group Co., Ltd.,  China National Heavy Duty Truck Group Co., Ltd.,    Beiqi 

Foton Motor Co., Ltd.,   Anhui Jianghuai Automobile Co., Ltd.,  Zhengzhou Yutong Bus Co., Ltd.,  

CIMC Vehicle (Group)  Co., Ltd.,    Tianjin Raul Industrial Co., Ltd.   

The release of successive versions of the standard that this standard replaces is: 

———GB1589—1979、GB1589—1989、GB1589—2004。 
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Exterior dimensions, axle loads and mass limits 

for cars, trailers  and cars 

1 range 

This standard specifies the automobile、Dimensions of trailers 

and car trains、Limits for shaft load and mass。 

This standard applies to cars, trailers and car trains 

used on roads.  

This standard does not apply to the following vehicles: 

——— special vehicles equipped by the army, armed 

police and public security special police;  

——— double articulated buses operating on 

restricted roads.   

2 Normative reference file 

The following files are essential for the application of this document.  Where a reference file is 

dated,  only the dated version applies to this file.  For undated references, the latest version (including 

all amendments)   applies to this document.   

GB/T3730.1 Terms and definitions for cars and trailer types GB/T3730.2 Road Vehicle 

Quality Vocabulary and Code 

GB/T3730.3 Terminology for cars and trailers and their definitions Vehicle dimensions 

GB/T17350 Dedicated car and special trailer terminology、Codes and methodologies 
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3 Terms and definitions 

AS DEFINED IN GB/T3730.1,GB/T3730.2,GB/T3730.3,GB/T17350 AND THE FOLLOWING TERMS 

AND DEFINITIONS APPLY TO THIS PURPOSE 

File .  

3.1 Vehicle length 

vehiclelength 

The distance between the outermost endpoints of the front and rear of the vehicle perpendicular 

to the Y and X planes measured in Accordance with Appendix A.    

3.2 Vehicle width 

vehiclewidth 

The distance between the two planes that pass through the outermost point of the fixed 

protrusion on both sides of the vehicle and parallel to the Y plane measured in Appendix A.   

3.3 Vehicle height 

vehicleheight 

The distance from the highest point of the vehicle to the X plane measured in accordance with 

Appendix A.   

3.4 Tri-wheeled cars tri-

wheelvehicle  

A truck with a maximum design speed of  less than or equal to 50km/h, with three wheels.   

3.5 Low-speed trucks low-

speedgoodsvehicle 

The maximum design speed is less than 70km/h,   with a four-wheeled truck.   
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3.6 Barn grating wagons / semi-trailers 

fencegoodsvehicle/trailer 

The structure of the cargo part is a cage or fence type and is independent of the cab for trucks / 

semi-trailers;   The top of the loading part should be equipped with a  canopy pole that is fixed to the 

side fence and cannot be removed and adjusted.   

3.7 Railing wagons / semi-trailers 

dropslidevehicle/trailer 

The structure of the loading part is a truck / trailer with a railing plate, including a railing truck / 

semi-trailer with a load-on lifting device, but does not include a truck / trailer  with an automatic 

dumping device.  

3.8 Flatbed truck/Semi-trailer 

platformgoodsvehicle/trailer 

The floor of the loading part is a flat structure and no railing truck / semi-trailer.   

3.9 Dump trucks / semi-trailer  

dumpgoodsvehicle/trailer 

The structure of the loading part is a truck / semi-trailer with a railing plate and an automatic 

dumping device.  

3.10 Low flat dedicated semi-trailer 

lowdecksemi-trailer 

A semi-trailer for transporting non-disassembleable large objects, mainly with the following 

structural and technical characteristics:  
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—The nominal section width of the tire does not exceed8.25inor not more245mm; 

——— Connection to the tractor is gooseneck;   

——— use a low cargo platform (the bearing height of the cargo platform is not more than 

1150mm).  

3.11 Long-headed semi-trailer tractor 

longnosetowingvehicle 

Semi-trailer tractors that meet the following conditions at the same time: 

—More than half of the engine body is located in front of the front windshield glass; 

——— The center of the steering wheel is located behind the front quarter of the total length of 

the vehicle's cab  (the entire front);    

——— The front axis centerline is located before the front point of the front windshield glass.   

3.12 Longnosearticulatedvehehicle An articulated 

train  consisting of a long-headed semi-trailer 

tractor and a semi-trailer.   

3.13 Centreaxletrailer for mid-axle 

trailers 

The traction  device cannot move vertically (as opposed to the trailer),  the axle is located in a 

trailer close to the center of gravity of the trailer (when the load is uniform),  which has only a smaller 

vertical static load acting on the tractor Do not exceed a load equivalent to 10% of the maximum 

mass of the trailer or 10000N (whichever is ).  

The smaller one).  One or more of the axles can be driven by a tractor.   

— 

— 
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3.14 Mid-axle vehicle transport trailer 

centreaxletrailerofcarcarrier  has a single or multi-storey 

cargo platform  for loading the transport vehicle of the 

mid-axle trailer.   

3.15  Centreaxletrailer train of carriagecarrier 

Consisting of a wagon and a mid-axle trailer, with a single or multi-storey cargo platform for car 

trains loaded with transport vehicles.   

3.16  Passenger/cartrailercombination  combination 

of passenger car and mid-axle trailer.   

3.17 Freight train 

goodsroadtrain 

A combination of a trailer and a towbar trailer or a mid-axle trailer.  

3.18 specialmotorvehicle  

The installation has special equipment or appliances that are designed and manufactured for 

special purposes,  but do not include cars whose primary purpose is to carry people or goods.   

3.19 Oilfield special operating vehicle 

oilfieldspecialvehicle 

For oil and gas field exploration, development and other engineering operations and the total 

mass is less than 1.2 times the curb weight of the special operation vehicle,  the oilfield special 

operation vehicle in this standard refers to the workover rig,  drilling locomotive,  fracturing vehicle, 
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etc Continuous pipe operation vehicle,  continuous sucker pole operation vehicle,  cementing truck, 

sand mixing truck,  fracturing pipe collection truck,  logging truck,  Liquid nitrogen pump trucks, etc.  

3.20 Semi-trailer pin wheelbase semi-

trailerwheelbase 

The horizontal distance between the center axis of the semi-trailer tow pin and the horizontal 

geometric centerline of the non-steering axle group。 

3.21 Semi-trailer front slewing radius 

frontfittingradiusofsemi-trailer 

The distance from the semi-trailer towing pin axle to the front of the semi-trailer from the 

farthest point of the traction pin axle on the horizontal plane.  

3.22  Airsuspension 

airsuspension 

 Vehicle type length width height 

Barn grille 

truck rail plate 

type truck 

flatbed truck 

dump truck 

Two-

axis 

Maximum design total mass ≤3500kg 6000 

2550 4000 

The maximum design total mass > 3500kg 

and the ≤ 8000kg 7000 

The maximum design total mass > 8000kg 

and the ≤ 12000kg 8000 

The maximum design total mass > 12000kg 9000 
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The damping effect provided by the gas spring 

accounts for the overall damping effect75%or above the 

suspension system。 

4 request 

4.1 Outline size requirements 

4.1.1 Outline size limits 

4.1.1.1 The outer dimensions of the railing type, 

barn grid type, flat plate type, dump 

truck and its semi-trailer shall not exceed the maximum limit specified in the 

table.  

Table 1 Maximum limits for the outer dimensions of railing, barn, flat, dump trucks and their semi-

trailers are in millimeters 

4.1.1.2 The outer dimensions of other cars, trailers and car trains should not exceed 

the maximum limits specified in Table 2.   

 表 2 Maximum limits for the outer dimensions of other cars, trailers and car trains Units are 

millimeters 

Vehicle type length width height 

Car 
Three-wheeled car a 4600 1600 2000 

Low-speed trucks 6000 2000 2500 

Three 

axes 

Maximum design total mass ≤ 20000kg 11000 

Maximum design total mass > 20000kg 12000 

 Four-axle car with twin steering axles 
12000 

Barn grid 

semi-trailer 

railing type 

semi-trailer 

flatbed semi-

trailer dump 

semi-trailer 

 One axis 
8600 

 Two-axis 
10000 

 
Three axes 

13000 
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Trucks and semi-trailer tractors 12000b 2550c 
4000 

Passenger cars and 

buses 

Passenger cars and 

two-axle buses 12000 

2550 

4000d Three-axle bus 13700 

Single articulated 

coach 18000 

trailer 
Semi-trailer 13750e 

2550c 
4000 Mid-shaft,  towbar trailer 12000f 

Car trains 

Passenger car trains 14500 

2550c 

4000 

Articulated trains 17100g 

Wagon trains 20000h 

a When steering with a steering wheel, power is transmitted by the drive shaft,  there is a cab and there is 

space for items behind the driver's seat,  the limits for  length, width, and height are respective  

5200mm、1800mm、2200mm。  

b The length limit requirements for special work vehicles do not apply, but should meet the requirements of 

relevant standards.   

c The maximum width limit for refrigerated trucks is 2600mm.  

d The maximum height limit for double-decker city buses traveling on fixed lines is 4200mm.  

e The maximum length limit for semi-trailers for transporting 45ft containers is 13950mm.  f The carriage 

length limit is 8000mm (except for mid-axle vehicle transport trailers).  

g The length limit for long-headed articulated trains is 18100mm.  

h The maximum length limit for mid-axle vehicle transport trains is 22000mm.  

4.1.2 Other requirements for profile size 

4.1.2.1 The one-sided extension of the vehicle's indirect field of view device should 

not exceed the width of the vehicle250mm。 

4.1.2.2 The vehicle's top window, ventilation device, etc. should not exceed the 

vehicle height by 300mmwhen it isopen.  
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4.1.2.3 The distance between the rear axle of the car and the front axle of the 

towbar trailer should not be less than 3000mm.  

4.1.3 Requirements for semi-trailer tractors and semi-trailers 

4.1.3.1 The radius of rotation before the semi-trailer should not be greater than 

2040mm.  

4.1.3.2 The horizontal distance from the center axis of the semi-trailer towing pin to 

the end of the length of the semi-trailer vehicle should not be greater than 

12000mm (except for semi-trailers  transporting 45ft containers).  

4.1.3.3 The height of the semi-trailer tractor saddle for transporting standard 

containers when empty (the height of the center position of the towing 

mains)  should meet the following requirements:  

——— Semi-trailer tractors  transporting a standard container with a height of 2591mm should 

not exceed 1320mm;  

——— semi-trailer tractors  with a height of 2896mm standard containers should not exceed 

1110mm.  

4.1.4 Dimension measurement 

Outline dimension measurement requirements are shown in Appendix A.  

4.2 Maximum permissible shaft load limit 

4.2.1 The maximum permissible axle load for single,axles, two-axle and three-axle groups for 

cars and trailers shall not exceed the sum of the tire loads of the axle or axle group and 

shall not exceed the limits specified in table  3.   

 表 3 Maximum permissible axle load limits for single, two- and three-axle groups for automobiles and 

trailers The unit is kilograms 
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type Maximum permissible shaft load 

limit 

Single-axis 

Single on each side  

Double tires on each side 
 

 

Two-axis group 

Wheelbase <1000mm 11500c 

The wheelbase is ≥ 1000mm and the < is 1300mm 16000 

The wheelbase is ≥ 1300mm and the < is 1800mm 18000d 

Wheelbase ≥ 1800mm (trailer only).  18000 

Three-axis group 

The distance between the adjacent axes is ≤1300mm 21000 

The distance between the adjacent axes is >1300mm 

and the ≤ is 1400mm 24000 

  a The nominal section width of the installation is not less 

than425mm ;The nominal cross- sectional width of the 

drive shaft installation is not less than that445mmtyre,The 

maximum allowable shaft load limit is b The maximum 

allowable shaft load when equipped with air 

suspension is the maximum limit c The maximum permissible 

axle load limit for a two-axle trailer is11000kg 

d When the car drive axle is double tires per axle per side and 

equipped with air suspension, the  maximum allowable axle 

load is 19,000 kg.  

4.2.2 For other types of axles, their maximum permissible axle load should not exceed the 

number of tires for that axle multiplied by 3000kg.  

4.3 Maximum total allowable mass limit 

The maximum permissible total mass of cars, trailers and car trains shall not exceed the sum of 

the maximum permissible axle loads for each axle  and shall not exceed the limits specified in table  4.   

w fettar         
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 Table 4 Maximum allowable total mass limits for cars, trailers and car trains in  kilograms 

 Vehicle type Maximum total 

allowable mass limit 

Car 

Three-wheeled car 2000a 

Passenger car 4500 

Two-axle buses, trucks and semi-trailer tractors 18000b 

Three-axle buses, trucks and semi-trailer tractors 25000c 

Single articulated coach 28000 

Double-axle four-axle truck 31000c 

 表 4(续) The unit is kilograms 

Vehicle type Maximum total allowable 

mass limit 

trailer 

Semi-trailer 

One axis 18000 
Two-axis 35000 

Three axes 40000 

Towbar 

trailer 

Two axles, each side of each axle is a single tire 12000d 

Two axles, one axle with a single tire on each 

side and the other axle with two tires on each 

side 16000 
Two axles, with twin tires on each side of each 

axle 18000 

Mid-axle 

trailer 

One axis 10000 
Two-axis 

 
Three axes 24000 

Car trains 

Three axes 27000 

Four-axis 36000e 

Five axes 43000 
Six axes 49000 
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a When steering is used、Power is transmitted by the drive shaft、When there is a cab 

allowable total massThe and there is space for items behind the driver's seat,Maximum 

limit value is3000kg。 

b The maximum permissible gross mass limit for low-speed trucks is 4500kg.  

c When the drive shaft is double tires per axle and each side of the axle and equipped with air suspension, the 

maximum permissible total mass limit is increased by 1000 kg.  

d Tires with a nominal section width of not less than 425mm  are installed, and the maximum allowable total 

mass limit is 18000kg.  

e The drive shaft is an articulated train with double tires on each side of each axle and equipped with 

air suspension, and the distance between the two axles of the semi-trailer is greater than or equal to 

1800mm, and the maximum allowable total mass limit is 37000kg.  

4.4 Vehicle passability requirements 

4.4.1 Cars and car trains should pass through a vehicle aisle circle, the outer circle diameter 

of the vehicle aisle circle is 25000mm, the inner circle diameter is 10600mm, and any 

part of the outermost part of the vehicle (the protruding part of the special device with 

the operation function, ).  The devices specified in A.3.3 and A.4.2 are not counted ) 

shall not exceed the vertical space of the outer circle of the vehicle passage circle,  any 

part of the innermost part of the vehicle (the protruding part of the special device with 

the function of operation).  ,A.3.3 and A.4.2 the device specified in the device is not 

counted  ) shall not exceed the vertical space of the inner circle of the vehicle passage 

circle, the measurement method is shown in the appendix  B。  

4.4.2 When cars and car trains transition from straight lines to the circumferential movement 

described in 4.4.1,  the vehicle swing value T should not be greater than 800mm (the 
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vehicle swing value T of the passenger car should not be greater than 600mm). The 

measurement methods are shown in Appendix B.  

4.4.3 If the semi-trailer pin wheelbase is less than or equal to the length Lcalculated by the 

followingformula, the test of Appendix B may be exempted;   If greater than L, the 

semi-trailer tractor should be attached for the test of Appendix B, and the test results 

should meet 4.4.1 and 4.4.2  requirements.   

L= (12500-2040)2-(5300+W/2)In Equation 2 : 

W——— semi-trailer width in millimeters (mm).  

4.5 Backhang request 

The rear overhang of cars and trailers of buses and closed carriages (or tanks)  should be less than or 

equal to 65% of the wheelbase.   Under the condition of ensuring safety, the  rear suspension of the 

special operation vehicle can be calculated according to the requirements of the rear suspension of 

the passenger car, and the rear suspension of other vehicles should be less than or equal to 55% of 

the wheelbase.  The rear-mounted articulated bus with an engine  length of less than 16,000mm can 

not exceed 70% of the wheelbase under the condition of ensuring safety.   The rear suspension of 

both the car and the trailer should be less than or equal to 3500mm (except for mid-axle vehicle 

transport trailers).  
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Note: The wheelbase of a multi-axle motor vehicle is calculated according to the distance from the first axis to the 

last axis (the distance from the first axis to the second axis is calculated for articulated passenger cars), the 

rear suspension is calculated from the centerline of the last axis, and the devices listed in A.3.3 that are 

not within the measurement range of the vehicle length are not counted when measuring and calculating the 

rear overhang 。  

4.6 Other requirements 

4.6.1 The axle load of the drive shaft of a car or car train should not be less than 25%of the 

maximum total mass of the car or cartrain.  

4.6.2  The maximum permissible total mass value (in units : t) of a four-axle car (except  

dump trucks) cannot exceed the value of the distance (in units : m) of its frontmost 

axle to the last axle   5 times.   

4.6.3 Cargo compartment panels for trailers and two-axle wagons(Cover included)The 

height should not be exceeded600mm,Two-axle dump truck、Cargo compartment 

plates for trucks with three or more axles(Cover included)The height should not be 

exceeded800mm,Cargo compartment plates for dump trucks with three or more 

axles(Cover included)The height should not be exceeded 

1500mm。  

4.7 Requirements for low-flat semi-trailers, fire trucks, wreckers, 

concrete pump trucks, truck cranes, and special work vehicles for 

oil fields 

4.7.1 Requirements for low flat special semi-trailers 
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Low flat special semi-trailer should be compliant4.1~4.6requirements,However, the maximum 

limit for vehicle width is3000mm。 

4.7.2 Requirements for fire trucks, wrecker trucks, concrete pump trucks, truck cranes, and 

special work vehicles for oil fields 

4.7.2.1 The length of the  vehicle shall comply with the requirements of other 

relevant standards and the width and height of the vehicle shall not exceed 

the maximum limits specified in Table 5.   

Table 5 Concrete pump trucks, fire   trucks, wreckers,  truck cranes,  oilfield special work 

vehicles 

 The maximum limits for width and height  are in millimeters 

Vehicle type width height 

Fire trucks, wrecker trucks, concrete pump trucks, oilfield special 

work vehicles  2550 4000 

Car cranes 3000 4000 

4.7.2.2 The maximum allowable shaft load of each shaft shall not exceed 13000kg.  

4.7.2.3 The maximum permissible total mass shall not exceed 55000kg.  

4.7.2.4 The rear suspension shall comply with the requirements of 4.5.   

4.7.2.5 The shaft load of the drive shaft shall comply with the requirements of 4.6.1.   

5 Implementation of the standard 

This standard is implemented from the date of publication and as of January     1, 2017, all new 

production vehicles must comply with the requirements of this  standard.  

Appendix A 

( Normative Appendix ). 

Specifications for dimension 

measurement 

A.1 Measurement conditions 
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A.1.1 The measuring site shall be a support surface with a horizontal hard covering.  

A.1.2 Vehicle steering wheels shall be placed on the measuring site in a straight forward state.  

A.1.3 The vehicle is in the vehicle quality state.  

A.1.4 Vehicle tire pressure shall meet the technical requirements of the vehicle manufacturer.   

A.1.5 The status of the airbag of vehicles with air suspension shall comply with the technical 

requirements of the vehicle manufacturer.  

A.1.6 The vehicle's active antenna shall be folded or retracted and the detachable antenna shall be 

removed.   

A.1.7 The collector of electric vehicles is in a non-working state.   

A.1.8 Does not include car and trailer number plates,  but includes car and trailer license plate   (rack).   

A.2 General Provisions 

A.2.1 Vehicle support plane (X   plane).  

A.2.2  
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A.2.3 The longitudinal symmetry plane of the vehicle(abbreviation 

plane) 

AB 

The intersection of the cardiac plane Δ and the X plane (see  figure).  

Fig. A.1 Longitudinal symmetrical plane of the vehicle 

A.3 Measuring vehicle length 

m m cave   flas 、 sotr tarwaflafa 。 

caw

Ri in sinst   w feltartwsi inssi m wadi tarflafa 。 

Ri in past   w w felinsm aninscaw w feloum wadi tarflafa 。 

 

linse    twdofooppasaO axiabtwencaw axilintar  flafa tarsufa sacaw
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A.3.1 Conductor of cars, semi-trailers, cars 

The distance between the outermost endpoints in front of and behind the car,  semi-trailer, and 

car trains and perpendicular to the Y and X planes.   

A.3.2 Towbar trailer, mid-axle trailer length 

Passing the distance between the frontmost point of the trailer towbar and the last endpoint of 

the trailer body and the two planes perpendicular to the Y and X planes, the towbar should be 

measured horizontally.   

A.3.3 Devices that are not within the measuring range 

A.3.3.1 does not have a cargo carrying function and is not more than 50mmin front of or behind the 

vehicle, and the radius of fillets on the edges and corners is not less than 5mm  

The lower device is not in the vehicle length measurement range : 

—Wipers and scrubbers; 

——— external  markings, including registered goods trademarks, manufacturer name,  place of 

origin,  model name and model,  engine displacement, and transmission  

Type,  drive type and other signage reflecting the characteristics of the vehicle;   

——— Lighting and light signaling devices;   

——— Anti-collision blocks and similar devices;   

—External shading device; 

——— Customs sealing devices and their protective devices;   

—Devices for bolting rain cloths and their protective devices; 

———Locking device、hinge、handle、controller、switch; 

— 

— 

— 
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—Entrance and exit steps(Or climb a ladder)、Upper bumper for windshiel wipers and 

handles; 

——— The logo board contains the LOGO logo;   

—Detachable vehicle mounting or towing device; 

——— Exhaust tailpipes.   

A.3.3.2 The following devices without cargo carrying functions are not within the range of vehicle 

length measurement: 

—Air intake pipe; 

———Refrigeration of a semi-trailer within the rotation radius in front of the semi-trailer、

Toolbox frame for semi-trailer、Climb the ladder、Front gas/Electrical connectors and their 

protective covers; 

- Indirect field of view device;   

- Collectors of electric vehicles (including their fixtures);    

—— Unfolding length not exceeding 2000mm, retractable state not exceeding 200mm, 

detachable or foldable rear deflector device of the vehicle;  

—— Tail plates, up and down ramps and similar devices with a horizontal length of no more 

than 300 mm in the folded state;   

——— Rear tail ladder.   

A.4 Measuring the width of the vehicle 

A.4.1 Vehicle width 

The distance between the two planes that pass through the outermost point of the fixed 

protrusion on both sides of the vehicle and parallel to the Y plane.  

A.4.2 Devices that are not within the measuring range 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 
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A.4.2.1 The following devices that do not have a cargo carrying function and whose one side exceeds 

the side of the vehicle by no more than 50 mmand whose corners and corners are not less than 5 mm 

are not within the vehicle width measurement range:  

—External identity,Including registered trademarks of goods、The name of the production 

enterprise、The place of origin of the product、Model name and model、Engine 

displacement、Transmission type、Drive type and other markings that reflect the characteristics 

of the vehicle; 

—Lights and light signaling devices; 

——— Customs sealing devices and their protective devices;   

—Anti-collision blocks and similar devices; 

——— Devices for bolting rain cloths and their protective devices;   

—Local flow troughs;Refers to the door used to guide the driver(or window)Above the 

rainwater flow、Above the passenger door and on either side of the front windshield are flow-

through troughs that direct rainwater; 

—Flexible protrusions of the splash-proof system; 

——— retractable treadles in the retractable position, access ramps for buses,  lifting platforms 

and similar devices;   

—Locking device、hinge、handle、controller、switch; 

——— Tire failure signaling device;  

—Tire pressure indicator; 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 
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———A deformed part of the tire wall located directly 

above the tire joint; 

—Reversing assist; 

——— Exhaust tailpipes.   

A.4.2.2 The following devices are not within the range of vehicle 

width measurement: 

—Indirect field of view 

device; 

——— school bus parking signs in non-working condition.   

A.5 Measuring vehicle height 

A.5.1 Vehicle height 

The distance from the highest point of the vehicle to the X plane.   

A.5.2 Devices that are not in the measuring range The soft part of the 

antenna.   

— 

— 
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Appendix B 

( Normative Appendix ). Vehicle channel circle and swing value measurement method 

B.1 Vehicle passage circle 

B.1.1 Cars or car trains are unloaded and parked on flat ground.   

B.1.2 Cars or car trains start,Enter an outer circle diameterD1 为 25000mm Travel within a horizontal 

concentric circle,Drive at least within the circumference1 周(360°)。 

B.1.3 The outer circle curve of the horizontal concentric circle  makes a cylindrical space perpendicular 

to the ground and extends infinitely upwards, that is, the outer circle vertical space of the vehicle 

passage circle.   

B.1.4 The inner circle curve of the horizontal concentric circle circumference is made to make a 

cylindrical space perpendicular to the ground and extends infinitely upwards, that is, the inner circle 

vertical space of the vehicle passage circle.   

B.1.5 The above process is carried out once clockwise and once counterclockwise.   

B.2 Vehicle swing value 

B.2.1 Cars or car trains are unloaded and stop on flat ground in a straight line.   

B.2.2 Project the ground along the outermost part of the vehicle  and make a projection line parallel 

to the longitudinal centerline of the vehicle.   
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B.2.3 Cars or car trains start,Transition from straight-line travel toB.1.2The movement within the 

circumference of the circle,At least the rear of the vehicle enters25000mm Within the circumference of 

the circle(See figureB.1and figuresB.2)。 

B.2.4 In the above process, the projection of any part of the outside of the vehicle on the ground 

forms an external pendulum trajectory,  and the maximum distance between the trajectory and the 

projection line formed by the outermost part of the vehicle when the vehicle is stationary is the 

vehicle outflex value T.  

B.2.5 The above process is carried out once clockwise and once counterclockwise.   

 

Figure B 1  Schematic diagram of the outflow value of the vehicle (car).   
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Fig. B.2 Schematic diagram of the outflow value of the vehicle (car 

train).  
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